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An early cult classic graphic novel from the author of the acclaimed Black Hole.

Meet El Borbah, a 400-pound private eye who wears a Mexican wrestler's tights and eerie mask. Subsisting
entirely on junk food and beer, El Borbah conducts his investigations with tough talk and a short temper. He
smashes through doors and skulls as he stalks a perfectly realized film-noir city filled with punks, geeks,
business-suited creeps and mad scientists.

El Borbah features five science-fiction and true-detective episodes: In "Robot Love," rebellious kids in
nightclubs replace their "parts" with mechanical substitutes as part of a new fad, only to find that their
parents have been automating themselves all along; in "Love in Vein" a mad visionary sperm donor plans a
master race and turns "his" kids against their parents; "Bone Voyage" details the exploits of a cult called the
Brotherhood of the Bone, a kind of cross between the Masons and the Mansons. The fantastic plots take up
the weird fears of a scientific society, but the action is pure pulp. Charles Burns effortlessly spins yarns with
gritty punchlines and pictures so perfect they must have existed in some collective memory of junk drama.
And through it all crashes El Borbah, trying to make an honest buck from dishonest people.

Burns is the author of Black Hole, the acknowledged masterpiece of the form that Fantagraphics serialized
through the 1990s and will be collected into a massive graphic novel in 2005 by Pantheon Books. El Borbah
is Burns' earliest work, created in the early 1980s, though the work remains eerily contemporary. Steeped in
a "sci-fi-noir" aesthetic informed by Burns' steadily childhood diet of B-movies and comic books, but with a
sophisticated sense of humor that is often as disturbing as it is funny, El Borbah is comics as its most
entertaining.
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From reader reviews:

Bert Gomes:

Here thing why this particular El Borbah are different and dependable to be yours. First of all reading
through a book is good nevertheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as
scrumptious as food or not. El Borbah giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any
publication out there but there is no e-book that similar with El Borbah. It gives you thrill reading journey, its
open up your own eyes about the thing that will happened in the world which is maybe can be happened
around you. It is easy to bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your technique home by train.
For anyone who is having difficulties in bringing the paper book maybe the form of El Borbah in e-book can
be your alternative.

Jeannine Ricks:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the concept El Borbah
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. The actual book untitled El
Borbahis one of several books in which everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new dimension that you ever know ahead
of. The author explained their concept in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to understand the core
of this book. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. In order to see the
represented of the world within this book.

Mary Barrientes:

It is possible to spend your free time to read this book this publication. This El Borbah is simple bringing you
can read it in the area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not possess much space to bring typically the
printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save the particular book
in your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Michael Martin:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day through watching television programs
or just lying down on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This El Borbah can be the solution, oh
how comes? A fresh book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in this new era is
common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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